Modernize your cyber reporting to enable a business-centric, risk-aligned cybersecurity dialogue with leadership teams and boards of directors that increases confidence in your program.

Developing a board presentation that communicates the maturity of your program as well as the risks and threats that are relevant to your business can be a labor-intensive and lengthy process. CISOs need a new approach for connecting with executive management that provides a repeatable and clear communication framework and builds confident board presentation skills.

As part of Kudelski Security’s Cyber Reporting for Boards and Committees offering, a team of former CISOs will collaborate closely with you to create high-impact board presentations that focus on both design and delivery. In addition, board members with former Fortune 500 CISO experience will review your presentation and provide feedback to ensure the message resonates. At the end of the engagement, you’ll walk away with clear recommendations for a standardized, repeatable framework to report on cyber risk, maturity, and business enablement.

**Seven “Rs” for Successful Board Communications**

**Key Outcomes**

- Improved communication with board members and leadership teams
- A streamlined reporting process, framework, and design that saves time and eliminates complexity
- Increased understanding of the security program by the board through report standardization, maturity metrics, and business justification of program
- Increased influence among top management
- Enhanced leadership and presentation skills

**The Kudelski Security Advantage**

- **CISO Experience**
  Program developed in dialogue with CISOs across industries

- **Executive Consultants**
  Service delivered by former CISOs and members of boards

- **Best Practices**
  Baselined against industry-accepted practices and board member insight
How We Engage

Cyber Reporting for Boards and Committees is an annual engagement that starts with an intensive, five-week program of accompaniment and preparation. Following this phase, we carry out quarterly reviews to support long-term implementation and ensure continued relevance.

Service Overview

This service is designed to modernize the board deck preparation and reporting process, shifting CISO thinking from operational to strategic when presenting to board members and senior leadership.

Kudelski Security’s executive consultants – former CISOs for multimillion dollar programs – lead the service, with support from experienced board members. They have a deep understanding of the business imperative and will guide CISOs to effectively communicate security program visibility and maturity for more productive engagement with senior executives.

They will engage with the stakeholders responsible for the enterprise cyber program to identify key business priorities, understand board expectations, profile board members, and review existing security strategies, metrics, and communication approaches.

Engagement Deliverables

☑️ A summary of key success factors for board reporting and presentation guidance.
☑️ Review of existing board deck against best practices, client’s unique business context, and board expectations and metrics.
☑️ Cyber Board Deck presentation template with security program maturity metrics.
☑️ Short- and long-term recommendations to enhance future board deck development ensuring a standard, modernized reporting framework on cyber risk, maturity, and initiative progress.
☑️ Guidance from our team of CISOs and board members in preparation for meetings. CISO guidance is onsite and one-on-one.
☑️ Progress reviewed and board deck updated on a quarterly basis according to evolving threat landscape and business priorities.

Deliverable Preparation

Offsite review of existing cyber board deck and analysis of the information gathered during the interviews, resulting in a set of short- and long-term recommendations and final deliverables.

Practice & Coaching

Board preparation coaching provided onsite with advice on presentation delivery.